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DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement No 642108
This document has been prepared by AWESOME project partners as an account of work carried
out within the framework of the EC-GA contract no 642108.
Neither Project Coordinator, nor any signatory party of AWESOME Project Consortium
Agreement, nor any person acting on behalf of any of them:
(a) makes any warranty or representation whatsoever, express or implied,
(i).
with respect to the use of any information, apparatus, method, process, or similar
item disclosed in this document, including merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose, or
(ii).
that such use does not infringe on or interfere with privately owned rights,
including any party's intellectual property, or
(iii).
that this document is suitable to any particular user's circumstance; or
(b) assumes responsibility for any damages or other liability whatsoever (including any
consequential damages, even if Project Coordinator or any representative of a signatory
party of the AWESOME Project Consortium Agreement, has been advised of the possibility
of such damages) resulting from your selection or use of this document or any information,
apparatus, method, process, or similar item disclosed in this document.
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INTRODUCTION
This document is the Mid-term research report corresponding to WP4 prepared under the Project
AWESOME EC-GA contract no 642108.
The deliverable 4.1 is under the activities of the following tasks within the DoA of the project
AWESOME:
Task 4.1 Development of wind turbine fault detection algorithms.
Task 4.2 Hardware in the Loop Testing of Wind Turbine Condition Monitoring Systems.
Task 4.3 Performance monitoring techniques for operation and maintenance of wind turbines.
Task 4.4 Advanced diagnosis of wind turbines.
Task 4.5 Structural health monitoring for wind turbine extended life operation
The intended audience of the document is each individual participant of the project consortium, as
well as the Research Executive Agency.
The purpose of this document is to report the progress of the research activities carried out under
the framework of this WP, including for each task or Early Stage Researcher (ESR):
•
•
•
•

Summary
Background and organisation of the project
Research line
Progress on the short-term objectives (1-2 years)
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1 TASK 4.1: ESR 5
1.1 Summary
This task with the title ‘Development of wind turbine fault detection algorithms’ is conducted by
Jannis Tautz-Weinert at Loughborough University. The objective of this work is to develop
algorithms to predict future failures in wind turbines with a focus on using operational data
recorded without additional cost by the SCADA system. Normal Behaviour Modelling of drive train
temperatures is investigated with special attention to comparisons of different modelling
approaches, prediction accuracy evaluation and advanced anomaly detection to detect degradation
as early as possible.
The project has started as anticipated and the ESR has passed all set milestones. Training activities
included AWESOME specific courses and a joint industry workshop, attendance at industry and
academic conferences and seminars for networking and insights in market developments.
University internal training included specific courses covering PhD career development topics as
e.g. Research organisation, publication or teaching skills. The excellent research progress from an
extensive literature review to first case studies and developments of algorithms is visible in
exceeding the aims for the mid-term by acceptance of one journal publication and three conference
papers.

1.2 Background and organisation of the project
Downtimes due to unscheduled maintenance of wind turbines cause essential financial losses.
Advanced maintenance philosophies are based on the actual condition or the risk of failure rather
than using cost-intensive preventive maintenance or corrective maintenance. Condition-based
maintenance needs accurate and reliable information of the turbine condition. Remote failure
diagnoses can reduce the maintenance effort substantially. Early detection and prognosis of
imminent failures allows optimal scheduling of the repair according to potential energy losses. The
required measurement technology has to be cost-effective in acquisition and installation as well as
not failure prone itself, to contribute to a general cost reduction. The research focuses on the
analysis of standard wind turbine SCADA data as well as addition signals including vibration, high
frequency monitoring of electrical power output, oil analysis and blade strain data (if available) to
determine the principal drivers of damage and failure modes building on the results of past UK and
EU projects. There will be an emphasis on estimating expected reliability to target maintenance in
large fleets of machines as it is acknowledged that accurate prognosis is difficult.
The objective of this work is to analyse wind turbine SCADA and additional condition monitoring
data in order to determine failure signatures. Algorithms to detect the likelihood of future failures
through the use of different models are to be developed. Cooperation with industrial partners is
intended to analyse operational data and gather the industrial state-of-the-art and future needs.
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The project has started according to schedule. The ESR passed the university 6 months PhD
progression and probationary period as well as the 1 year progression review and viva successfully.
The anticipated industrial secondment has been delayed due to organisational problems. However,
a successful kick-off and regular communication have built a good basis for the cooperation and the
secondment.

1.3 Research line of the fellow
Standard Condition Monitoring Systems are mostly based on high frequency vibration analyses.
Although failures in the drive train can be detected successfully with this approach, the high
installation costs of more than £ 10,000 per turbine [1] question the economic advantages.
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) data are acquired and stored from wind turbines
in the framework of remote wind farm control. Evaluation of these for condition monitoring and
failure detection is seen promising as no additional expenses incur.
The minimum parameters collected I n SCADA systems in 10 minute averages are [2]:
•
Nacelle temperature (average of 1 hour)
•
Gearbox bearing temperature
•
Gearbox lubricant oil temperature
•
Generator winding temperature
•
Anemometer-measured wind speed (additional standard deviation of 10 min)
•
Active power output (additional standard deviation of 10 min)
•
Power factor
•
Phase current
The usage of SCADA data for CM purposes has got intensive attention in the last decade. The most
common idea is the creation of an algorithm with historical data to detect the development of
imminent failures in operation. The main challenge is the variability in the operational conditions
of modern wind turbines. All of the acquired SCADA parameters are functions of the current wind
speed or the depending power and rotational speed. A change of a parameter is accordingly not
necessarily an evidence for a bad condition. Most of the research has focused on failures in the
drive train and gearbox.
Simple binned plotting of temperatures against the power can reveal trends and thereby indicate
ongoing failures [1], [3], [4]. The extensive manual interpretation impedes a building of an
automated early warning system. In addition, historical data of many failures may be required for
a good sensitivity. More sophisticated clustering approach as e.g. Self-Organising Maps [4] are
affected by the same disadvantage. A promising approach is seen in Normal Behaviour Modelling
and subsequent anomaly detection. The basic idea is to model the characteristic parameter, e.g. a
temperature, by historic values and current values of other parameters. If the residuum of the
measured and modelled value hits a defined threshold, a failure in the system exists. Different
methods for Normal Behaviour Modelling have been investigated recently. Linear or semi-physical
modelling [4] requires extensive manual setup for the training, but provides meaningful models
D4.1 WP4 Mid-term Research report
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avoiding Black-Box behaviour. Artificial Neural Networks [5], [6] can be highly automated – even in
training – but lack physical implementation and interpretation. Other machine learning and data
mining approaches as e.g. Non-Linear State Estimation [7] or Support Vector Machines [8] appear
as further possible methods.
This project aims to develop algorithms for detecting and predicting failures of wind turbines. The
focus is on the use of SCADA data and suitable Normal Behaviour Modelling. Different approaches
are to be evaluated with comprehensive blind tests to find the best method for an automated
analysis. Potential in automated anomaly detection is seen and will be investigated. Real wind farm
data will be used to validate and enhance the developed algorithms.
The limits of SCADA data lay in the 10 minute time resolution, which is assumed to be too low to
detect some failures [1]. A combination of SCADA data with vibration analyses is intended to
strengthen the functionality of detecting and diagnosing failures and increase the reliability of
results.
Failures in the drive train, i.e. in the main bearing, bearing of the generator and in the gearbox, have
a significant occurrence probability and are accompanied by potential high downtime and therefore
in the main focus of this work. Failures in subsystems like pitch or yaw have been identified as
failure-prone, too, and are intended to be included in this work, if possible.
References
[1]

W. Yang, R. Court, and J. Jiang, “Wind turbine condition monitoring by the approach of SCADA data analysis,”
Renew. Energy, vol. 53, pp. 365–376, 2013.

[2]

A. Zaher, S. D. J. McArthur, D. G. Infield, and Y. Patel, “Online wind turbine fault detection through automated
SCADA data analysis,” Wind Energy, vol. 12, no. 6, pp. 574–593, 2009.

[3]

Y. Feng, Y. Qiu, C. Crabtree, H. Long, and P. Tavner, “Use of SCADA and CMS signals for failure detection and
diagnosis of a wind turbine gearbox,” Ewea, 2011.

[4]

M. Wilkinson, K. Harman, T. van Delft, and B. Darnell, “Comparison of methods for wind turbine condition
monitoring with SCADA data,” IET Renew. Power Gener., vol. 8, no. 4, pp. 390–397, 2014.

[5]

P. Bangalore and L. B. Tjernberg, “An Artificial Neural Network Approach for Early Fault Detection of Gearbox
Bearings,” IEEE Trans. Smart Grid, vol. 6, no. 2, pp. 980–987, Mar. 2015.

[6]

M. Schlechtingen, I. F. Santos, and S. Achiche, “Wind turbine condition monitoring based on SCADA data using
normal behavior models. Part 1: System description,” Appl. Soft Comput., vol. 13, no. 1, pp. 259–270, 2013.

[7]

Y. Wang and D. Infield, “Supervisory control and data acquisition data-based non-linear state estimation
technique for wind turbine gearbox condition monitoring,” IET Renew. Power Gener., vol. 7, no. 4, pp. 350–
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[8]

Z. Zhang, A. Verma, and A. Kusiak, “Fault Analysis and Condition Monitoring of the Wind Turbine Gearbox,”
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1.4 Progress on short-term objectives (1-2 years)
The short term objectives for the first 2 years have been mainly fulfilled already at this date.
Research results
•

Publications: The aim of one journal publication and at least one conference publication has
been exceeded.
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o

o
o

o

•

Date: 31/10/16

IET Renewable Power Generation ‘Using SCADA Data for Wind Turbine Condition
Monitoring - a Review’ DOI: 10.1049/iet-rpg.2016.0248 accepted and published online
19/09/2016
WindEurope Summit 2016: ‘Neural Networks for Wind Turbine Fault Detection via
Current Signature Analysis’ poster presentation and paper.
TORQUE 2016: ‘Comparison of different modelling approaches of drive train
temperature for the purposes of wind turbine failure detection’ accepted for oral
presentation, paper to be published in Journal of Physics: Conference Series
Conference for Wind Power Drives, CWD 2017: ‘Condition monitoring of wind turbine
drive trains by normal behaviour modelling of temperatures’ accepted for oral
presentation, paper to be published in proceedings.

The anticipated conference, workshop and seminars have been attended.
o Attended IEA Task 33 Reliability data collection and maintenance modelling methods
workshop, Berlin (Fraunhofer), 23/9/2015
o Attended ECOWindS, Lowestoft (networking), 29/9/2015
o Presented at MEC Postgraduate student conference, 17/12/2015
o Presented at EAWE 12th PhD seminar, 27/5/2016
o Presented at Loughborough University Wolfson School Research conference,
15/6/2016
o Attended East Midland University Association Student conference, 1/9/2016
o Presented at CREST lunchtime brownbag seminar, 21/9/2016

Research skills and techniques
•

The following courses and summer schools have been attended:
o AWESOME specific course 1, CIRCE, Zaragoza, 7-10/9/2015
o AWESOME specific course 2, NTNU, Trondheim, 25-26/11/2015
o AWESOME joint industry workshop, RAMBOLL, Berlin, 15-19/2/2016
o Wind power summer school 2015, CREST, Loughborough University
o Loughborough University training conducted at the Graduate School:
 Postgraduate research student induction
 Being efficient as a researcher
 Finding information for your literature review – Theory
 Finding information for your literature review – Practice
 Managing your references effectively
 Plagiarism and citations
 Getting the most out of supervision
 Essential Teaching skills – A
 Essential Teaching skills – B
 Essential Teaching skills – C2
 Essential Teaching skills – D
 Respecting diversity (university staff)
 Welcome to Loughborough (university staff)
D4.1 WP4 Mid-term Research report
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Making an impact with posters
Getting Articles published for researchers
Creating an effective publication strategy for PGRs

Communication skills
Communication skills have been improved by presenting results or attending aforementioned
conferences, seminars and training courses.
Other professional training:
The anticipated guest lecture has not been given yet.
Networking opportunities:
The ESR has started networking with the wider research community, with industrial contacts and
colleagues and the university by establishing an intern wind group meeting.

2 TASK 4.2: ESR 6
Name of fellow: Mr. Ravi Kumar Pandit
Project: SCADA based condition monitoring system of wind turbine using Gaussian Process
Host Institution: University of Strathclyde, UK
Name of Supervisor: Prof. David Infield, University of Strathclyde
Date of joining: 18.01.2016
Estimated progress: 20%
A detailed literature review was completed early on associated with the problem statement and
time bounded plan was also outlined. Mr. Pandit joined late to this Marie curie fellowship (18th
January 2016) and hence because of this he missed some of the workshop training provided by the
consortium. In last seven months, Ravi has making steady progress and it is expected that in next
two months that he will submit his first journal paper. Mr Pandit also started his Industry
secondment with SgurrEnergy in Glasgow which will run from October 2016 until January 2017.
The company is responsible for providing SCADA data from a number of windfarms and they also
provide a platform for the fellow to work on industrial projects. After the Industrial secondment,
the ESR intends to get some further research training in order to gain more knowledge on some key
topics required for the success of the project.

2.1 Summary
Because Ravi Pandit joined the project later than expected, he has consequently so far produced
no papers for conferences or journals. He is however making steady progress with his research and
should have a paper ready for journal publication within the next 2 months. He attended so far one
of consortium events: the AWESOME Industrial workshop held in Berlin (16th to 19th February
2016) provided by Ramboll, Germany. To merit a PhD degree from University of Strathclyde, Ravi
needs to complete a number of relevant courses to satisfy the minimum credit requirements. He is
D4.1 WP4 Mid-term Research report
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currently taking two courses on different aspects of wind technology that are very much relevant
to the success of the project.

2.2 Background and organisation of the project
The research plan is to develop a wind turbine condition monitoring system based on SCADA data
and evaluate this against operational wind farm data.

2.2.1 Background and the outcome of project:
The three main objectives of the research associated with this project are:
 To compare the available range of statistical and machine learning based analysis
methods and assess which of these are most effective at extracting wind turbine
component condition from wind farm SCADA data. Advantages and disadvantages of
the different approaches will be identified.


The assess the performance of the leading SCADA data analysis algorithms in terms of
their capability to detect in advance (and by how much) signs of failure, and also their
false positive rate by making use of extensive SCADA data and turbine fault and repair
logs.

 To improve upon existing SCADA data analysis algorithms and develop new
approaches where appropriate; and to test and refine these in relation to extensive
operational data.
The outcome should be robust and proven software tools that can be used by wind farm
operators to inform operations and maintenance.

2.2.2 Project Planning:
To date there have been no major changes in our outlined objectives related to this project.
However, some changes have been made in the plan because of the credit requirement for earning
PhD degree from University of Strathclyde. Because of this, Ravi is currently attending two courses
which are relevant to this project. From October 2016 till January 2016, Ravi is completing his first
Industrial Secondment. From Sgurr, Ravi expects to get extensive SCADA data from wind farms
which would help in his research project by allowing testing of data analysis algorithms. In addition
to that, he is also expected to work on real industrial problems. These minor changes to the original
plan will directly benefit the research fellow in terms of his research experience and also support
the project aims.
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2.3 Research line of the fellow
2.3.1 Introduction and Problem Statement
Power curve based models have been developed to identify poor turbine performance in the past,
but there remains considerable scope for improvement, especially with regard to more robust
statistical approaches, and also more sophisticated mathematical power curve modelling. Three
approaches are currently being developed and compared: a real time power curve that is compared
with a reference power curve using statistical testing to identify anomalous behaviour; a point by
point assessment against a Standard IEC power curve but with the addition of a modelled pdf for
power variation for each bin of the conventional power curve; and finally a Gaussian Process based
power curve that can be used to identify anomalous performance, point by point. The point by
point approaches have the potential for faster fault identification in that no averaging of the data
is involved beyond that already employed by the SCADA system.

2.3.2 Progress to date:
Wind turbine performance is largely analysed by its power curve. The power curve of any wind
turbine indicates how large the electrical power output will be from the turbine at different wind
speeds. SCADA data has been used for this research because Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) systems on modern wind turbines provide extensive data which is freely
available and should be analysed in order to get the most out of wind turbines.
In the short time span of February to October 2016 work has been undertaken on power curve
analysis and application of Gaussian process in power curve analysis. The short summary of work is
given below:
a) Wind turbine data filtration: (status: completed)
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems on modern wind turbines provide
extensive data. Here SCADA data has been used in the research. Apart from power curve data
and error logs there are a wide range of operating characteristics which can be studied. Wind
Farm Analytics relates to knowledge of what are the significant characteristics to focus
analysis effort on. Wind Farm Analytics encompasses computer programming (like Matlab
and SQL) and logic skills required to handle large amounts of SCADA data. Trends, time series,
correlations, missing data, large data sets are involved. Methods to handle it, study it,
interpret it, present it and summarise findings in a concise report of conclusions and
recommendations have been developed and implemented.
Despite such valuable information, SCADA data also include errors. So before dealing with
any kind of analysis, a first aim is to pre-process the SCADA data (w.r.t timestamp) and get as
far as possible error free SCADA data. This is being undertaken with an algorithm, coded in
MATLAB, which will filter the data appropriately and also exclude unwanted operational
features such as curtailment and start-stop transitions that interfere with the production of
a smooth reference power curve.
b) Binning Approach in wind turbine power curve: (Status: Completed)
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Once there is error free data, the next aim is to undertake a deep analysis with the power curve.
Initially the Standard binning method was used for power curve analysis. The power curve data
was divided into the required bins so that it could be identified whether each bin is following a
Gaussian probability distribution or not. For this, mean values were calculated and fitting
assessed using a Chi-squared test. And at the end it was established that each bin of power curve
more or less is following a Gaussian distribution, although it was identified that the distribution
did depend on the length of the time series data analysed, with periods of six months or longer
giving generally less Gaussian distributions.
c) Power curve predication using Gaussian Process: (status: Completed)
Gaussian process regression (GPR) models are nonparametric kernel-based probabilistic models.
According to machine-learning theory, a Gaussian process uses lazy learning and a measure of
the similarity between points (this is the kernel function) to predict the value for an unseen point
from the training data. The prediction is not just an estimate for that point, but also has
uncertainty information - it is a one-dimensional Gaussian distribution (which is the marginal
distribution at that point). This machine learning technique has been applied to the same SCADA
data for power curve fitting. With the help of this concept, it has been found possible to
accurately fit the power curve and compare each month’s power curve with the corresponding
power curve from conventional binning. Because the GP power curve includes information on
uncertainty the view is that this can be used to directly identify anomalous operational data
points.
d) Online power curve design and comparison: (status: on going)
This is the current ongoing work. Here power curves derived using a) the copula method; b)
Standard Binned power curve but with pdf power error distribution; c) the real-time power curve;
and d) GPR power curves, will be compared for a common data set. The main aim of this work is
analysis the GP algorithm efficiency w.r.t the other available methods in terms of how quickly
wind turbine faults can be identified.
In short the objective of carrying above works which is part of the main project objectives which
is given below:
“To compare the available range of statistical and machine learning based analysis methods
and assess which of these are most effective at extracting wind turbine component condition
from wind farm SCADA data. Advantages and disadvantages of the different approaches will
be identified.’’

2.4 Progress on short-term objectives (1-years)
Because of the late start, no publications have been produced to date. A secondment to Sgurr
Energy is now underway as mentioned above and operational data is being made available by the
company. A degree of training is also being provided by the company. Ravi working on real
Industrial problems which will help him to understand the Industrial work environment
The short term research objectives have now been mainly fulfilled.
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Expected Research results outcome
•

Publications: Ravi expected to publish one conference and one journal in coming months.

Research skills and Training
Completed training Skills
• The following courses and summer schools have been attended:
o AWESOME joint industry workshop, RAMBOLL, Berlin, 15-19/2/2016
o Strathclyde University training conducted at the Graduate School:
 Welcome to University of Strathclyde (university staff)
Future training Skills: Ravi is expected to attend the following workshops or training events
organised by the University of Strathclyde:
o

‘SPIRAL Increasing Research Impact: Open Access and Citation Strategies’, on 15th
November, 2016.

o

‘Creating effective Poster Presentations ‘, on 25th November, 2016.

o

‘Writing and Presenting Research’ on 10th January, 2017.

o

‘Writing With Confidence & Getting Going With Academic Writing‘, on 2nd February,
2017.

o

‘Careers Beyond Research: Applying your Skills outside Academia’ on 9th February,
2017.

o

‘Getting Published in Academic Journals ’, on 24th April, 2017.

Communication skills
Communication skills have been improved by presenting seminar based project assignment
related to the course which Ravi currently attending along with other training courses time to
time organized by University of Strathclyde.
Other professional training:
The anticipated other professional training has not been decided on yet but will likely involve the
Professional Engineer Training scheme run by and for the PhD students of the Wind Energy
Systems Doctoral Training Centre at Strathclyde.
Networking opportunities:
Event titled ‘Operational Wind Farms: Increasing Lifetime Revenue and Value’ is an event
attended by Ravi where different wind turbine industry comes together to discuss the various
methods to increase the efficiency of onshore wind farm.
-

Date : 20th Jan,2016

-

Location: University of Strathclyde, Glasgow.
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-

Objectives: This one-day event focused on how to maximise the value of an
onshore wind site through increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of a scheme,
generating additional revenues on site and designing a high quality operations and
maintenance programme.

-

This event was organized by Scottish Renewables, Glasgow.

The ESR has started networking with the wider research community, with industrial contacts and
colleagues and the university by establishing an intern wind group meeting.
Ravi is also receiving guidance in research skills and techniques and is able to interact with the many
PhD students in the Wind Energy Systems Doctoral Training Centre, and post-doctoral researchers
at Strathclyde. He also has the opportunity to participate in outreach activities organized by the
Centre.

3 TASK 4.3: ESR 1
Name of fellow: Elena González
Project: Performance Monitoring Techniques for the Operation and Maintenance of Wind Turbines
Host Institution: Fundación CIRCE
Name of Supervisor: Julio J. Melero
Date: 30.09.2016
Estimated progress: 30%
At present, the problem statement and objectives to be accomplished have been clearly identified
and great progress have been achieved for some objectives, resulting in three conference
publications. Concerning the secondments, the ESR is currently doing his industrial secondment at
Enel Green Power, participating in the wind competence centre department, responsible for the
operation and maintenance (O&M) of the whole wind fleet of the company. After the secondment,
the ESR intends to follow some local training in order to gain more knowledge on some key topics
for the success of the project.

3.1 Summary
This document presents a short description of the motivation for the current research project,
developed by the ESR 1 within the AWESOME project. In addition, the changes in the project
organisation are described, as well as the corrective actions needed to avoid further modifications.
Furthermore, a detailed description of the research line of the ESR 1 is included, as well as an
estimation of the tasks to be completed and the current progress.
Finally, the first results and publications are listed.
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3.2 Background and organisation of the project
3.2.1 Introduction and project goals
The global aim of the project is to develop an accurate methodology for WT performance anomalies
detection. This main objective is intended to be achieved by following three different approaches.
1. An effective methodology for WT power curve modelling and outlier detection will be
developed, based on high frequency SCADA data. The methodology will allow to detect WT due
to upcoming component faults.
2. In parallel, SCADA alarms will be classified and prioritised. Different analysis techniques will be
used to relate alarms to component failures likely to occur.
3. Finally, the relationship between the wind speed and power output SCADA signals, will be
investigated by the use of time-frequency domain techniques. Any meaningful anomaly will be
therefore related to component faulty behaviour.

3.2.2 Organisation of the project
The first chronogram of the project has suffered some minor changes. The modifications are due
to a delay in the starting date of the industrial secondment. Also, the revision of submitted papers,
the participation in a peer-review process as a reviewer, and the preparation of publications took
longer than expected. Nevertheless, these delays did not affect the project progress and are not
likely to reoccur in the future.

3.3 Research line of the fellow
3.3.1 Introduction and Problem Statement
Due to the high impact of turbine failure and downtime on the O&M costs, the current trend in the
wind industry is moving from corrective maintenance towards a predictive approach. The main
promise of predictive maintenance is to allow convenient scheduling of preventive/corrective
maintenance, and to prevent unexpected equipment failures. It is thus necessary to perform
periodic or continuous equipment condition monitoring. In this manner, it is possible to identify a
significant change which is indicative of a developing fault. Condition monitoring approaches are
the most widely accepted in wind industry. However, there is a simpler and less ambitious
methodology, based on monitoring and analysing the performance of the WT. This method, called
Performance Monitoring, uses only data from the SCADA system. The most important advantage is
the decrease of the implementation complexity as well as the cost, compared to Condition
Monitoring Systems. Recent studies have provided satisfactory results of Performance Monitoring
to detect small deviations in the power curve and its relationship to component failures using
different techniques. As a result, monitoring the performance of wind turbines is highly desirable
and it provides a good alternative for early fault prediction.
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3.3.2 Approach and methodologies
As mentioned, the ultimate target is to develop an accurate methodology for WT performance
anomalies detection. To do so, only SCADA data will be used. The three main approaches and the
methodologies expected to be used are described subsequently.

3.3.2.1 Performance monitoring through the wind turbine power
curve
By definition, a deviation is a difference between an actual dimension and a nominal/theoretical
dimension. When applied to the wind turbine performance, a deviation would then be a difference
between the actual power production and the theoretical power output. Hence, in order to detect
any wind turbine performance deviation, there is a need to estimate the theoretical power
production. The most common approach to derive the wind turbine theoretical production is
achieved through the construction of a reference power curve, by using the data from the SCADA
system. This is equivalent to the concept of Normal Behaviour Model (NMB). Mainly the wind speed
and the power output, are used as an input to the NBM. This model aims at representing the
behaviour of the WT under normal operating conditions. Once the model is trained and validated,
it can be used for performance monitoring purposes. This means that offline/online measurements
of wind speed are translated into values of estimated power production. The residual derived from
the difference between the modelled and the actual power production is then compared to a
threshold. The occurrence is thus categorised as representative of normal operating conditions or
identified as an event of underperformance.
The success of the method depends upon the two main stages of the process, described in the
following table.
NBM and reference power curve: The wind turbine power curve is considered so far as the official
performance indicator of the wind turbine that has to be guaranteed by the turbine manufacturer. In case
of underperformance or failure, the power output deviates from the normal power curve.
A theoretical power curve is always provided by the manufacturer. However, this curve is neither sitespecific nor does take into account the wear and tear of the wind turbine. This can be overcome by
obtaining an operational power curve, derived from measured data from an operating wind turbine
(recorded by the SCADA system), as illustrated in the previous figure. This need for modelling site-specific
wind turbine power curve has gained great significance over the past years. Indeed, several techniques to
obtain this normal behaviour model can be found in the literature [1-16].
Underperformance detection: Concerning the monitoring phase, the different methods can be categorised
into two main approaches. The simplest approach consists of the monitoring of the residual, the difference
between the actual power and the reference. Outlier detection is then accomplished by the comparison
with thresholds [8], [2], [17]. A widely used approach is the construction of control charts (see [1], [4], [5],
[7]) or the analysis of high order moments as the skewness and the kurtosis [6].

The present research aims at overcoming the identified shortcomings, described subsequently with
their corresponding proposed solutions.
Model inputs: The majority of the existing methods use only the nacelle wind speed and the power output
from the SCADA system to derive a reference power curve. However, several factors actually affect the
shape of the operational power curve of a wind turbine. A NBM should include more inputs than just the
wind speed and the power output. As part of the research work, the input selection phase for the
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construction of the NBM will be investigated A preliminary work has already been submitted [18], where
the NBM takes the wind speed, the air temperature, the wind direction and the power production from
the SCADA as inputs.
Time resolution: In the vast majority of cases, 10-min data gathered from the SCADA system are used to
build the NBM. Important research has also been conducted on data of high frequency. Indeed, power
curves constructed form high frequency SCADA data demonstrate the turbine dynamics [12], [19]. This
kind of data allows to develop new methodologies for obtaining a reference power curve and for failure
detection; indeed, rapid fluctuations are actually smoothed in the 10-min datasets. As part of the research
work, the influence of the averaging time in the accuracy of the power curve will be explored [20], as well
as the corresponding minimum period of record to obtain an accurate power curve.
Data filtering: Modelling the reference power curve requires uncontaminated data collected from
faultless conditions. As its name implies, the NBM should characterise the normal behaviour of the
response. However, WTs operate in the presence of large uncertainties, and many outliers are likely to be
generated. The presence of outliers has undesirable effects on modelling and monitoring of functional
data. Therefore, it is mandatory to extract the uncontaminated data collected under normal conditions in
order to generate a robust and accurate NBM. The present research work aims also at incorporating an
effective data filtering phase to the whole performance monitoring process. To date, machine learning
techniques have proved to be very effective as presented in [21].
Accuracy: From the literature, it emerges that there is no agreement about the performance metrics to be
used to evaluate the accuracy of the methodologies. As a result, a comparative study is currently
developed. This works aims at applying the existing methodologies to build a reference power curve to a
big portfolio of wind farms. Then, a set of performance metrics will be evaluated for each technique, in
order to establish a ranking of the better techniques for representing the normal behaviour of the WT. The
set of indicators comprises the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), the Mean Absolute Error (MAE),
and the Root-Mean Square Error (RMSE). These parameters will be calculated over integer years, to avoid
seasonal effects.
Sensitivity: In general, the sensibility of the proposed methods is not discussed. Hence, it is not clear which
is the smallest shift in the power curve detectable and what is the time needed to detect a shift of a certain
level. As part of the comparative study mentioned previously, real failure data from the same portfolio will
be considered to test the sensibility of each technique. As a result, the author aims at identifying the most
effective technique(s) to detect real component faults, especially from the most critical components.

3.3.2.2 Fault detection from SCADA alarm pattern recognition
The SCADA includes a detailed record of alarm logs, providing valuable information about the WT
components. Recent studies have shown their success in predicting pitch failures using a
combination of operational SCADA data and alarm logs [22-25]. However, very little research has
been conducted using only SCADA alarms [26]. From this, two shortcomings can be highlighted. The
WT operates as a whole, and a particular component fault may result in a failure of a different
component. Consequently, there is a need to improve the knowledge of the WT from a holistic
approach. The strongest drawback posed by the alarm analysis is the overwhelming amount of
data. In order to overcome these shortcomings, the following tasks have already been
accomplished:
1. A modernised WT Taxonomy has been defined [27], based on the previous work developed by
the ReliaWind Consortium [28].
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2. This taxonomy has been used to create an “alarm dictionary”, allowing to translate historical
alarm logs into useful component-related information, for seven different turbine types.
3. The same taxonomy has been applied to failure data from a 4000-WTs database. As a result, the
most critical components have been identified. Hence, detection of failures of these
components is prioritised against other less severe cases.
4. Complex alarm analysis techniques have been applied to historical component-related alarms,
allowing to derive patterns before real failures.
As part of the work, this study, fully described in [29], is currently extended in order to cover all the
available case studies of real failures of the seven critical components.

3.3.2.3 Time-frequency analysis of SCADA signals
From the literature, it is known that some faults show themselves in the long-term and other can
be detected by sudden and rapid power fluctuations.
The main objective is to develop methodologies that will be able to effectively detect both kind of
failures. For that purpose, besides developing performance monitoring and pattern recognition
techniques (section 1.3.2.1 and 1.3.2.2), other methods will be explored, based on time and
frequency analysis of time series. Among these practices, the most promising one is the wavelet
transform. The different wavelet transform families will be applied to real wind turbine active
power time series and their ability for early fault detection will be tested.
The Wavelet Transform allows multiresolution analysis in time-frequency domain of a
non-stationary, transient signal, meaning that fine details of a signal can be detected and localised,
what cannot be achieved with the Fourier Transform or even the Fast Fourier Transform. As to
scalograms do for a unique variable, a coscalogram measures the cross-energy density between
two different signals at different frequency bands and provides a meaningful information about the
effect of the two processes on the status of a system under interrogation.
As part of the work, existing techniques based on the Wavelet Transform and coscalograms
currently applied for the analysis of biomedical signals [30], will be used to analyse wind speed and
power signals from operating WTs. The specific tasks to be achieved will be defined in the beginning
of 2017.

3.4 Progress on short-term objectives (1-2 years)
The main objective for this first period was the familiarisation of the ESR with the background and
the state of art in wind turbine performance monitoring techniques and failure detection. This was
achieved through both the structured training in AWESOME and a broad literature review.
The SCADA alarm patterns before actual component failures is the subject of a current
investigation. Some aspects of this study will be presented at the TORQUE 2016 conference. A
summary of the first research results, as well as other activities are presented subsequently.
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Research results
• Conference Paper: E Gonzalez, M Reder, J J Melero, “SCADA alarm processing for wind turbine
component failure detection”, Journal of Physics (The Science of Making Torque from Wind),
2016.
• Conference Paper: M Reder, E Gonzalez, J J Melero, “Wind Turbine Failures - Tackling current
Problems in Failure Data Analysis”, Journal of Physics (The Science of Making Torque from Wind),
2016.
• Poster Presentation: E Gonzalez, J J Melero, “A novel method for obtaining a wind turbine
performance curve”, Wind Europe Annual Summit, Hamburg, 2016.
Skills
• Knowledge in general statistics and machine learning algorithms and practicing programming
skills.
• Strengthening the knowledge in SCADA data analysis from a large range of different WT
manufacturers.
• Research on the needs form the industry related to the present project.
• The ESR is currently looking for local training to enhance the knowledge of his computational
skills.
Attended conferences and seminars
• Wind Power Summer School – Loughborough University, United Kingdom – August 2015
• AWESOME Specific Course 1 – CIRCE, Spain – September 2015
• AWESOME Specific Course 2 – NTNU, Norway – November 2015
• Joint Industrial Workshop 1 – Berlin, Germany – February 2016
• Wind Europe Workshop on Analysis of Operational Wind Farms – Bilbao, Spain – April 2016
• EAWE PhD Seminar – DTU, Denmark – May 2016
• Wind Europe Annual Summit – Hamburg, Germany – September 2016
• The Science of Making Torque from Wind – Munich, Germany – October 2016
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4 TASK 4.4: ESR 7
The research activities carried out so far by ESR7 are presented as follows, together with the
training and networking activities relevant to the progress of the PhD. The original plan has been
compared with the actual progress, being this one successful to date with no deviations.

4.1 Summary
Wind is one of the world's fastest-growing renewable energy sources, supplying more new power
generation than any other technology in 2015 [1], [2]. As wind energy continuous to develop with
increasing wind turbine power capacities often deployed offshore, improving its reliability and
hence decreasing the cost of energy becomes crucial. In this framework, maintenance is required
to make sure that the components continue to perform the functions they were designed for and
to recover from breakdowns [3], hence guaranteeing its reliability.
The Operation & Maintenance costs of wind turbines might account for about 25% of the overall
energy generation cost for onshore wind turbines and 35% for offshore wind turbines [4], [5].
Current maintenance planning is not optimized; it is possible to make wind turbine’s operation
more efficient. This becomes vital offshore where wind turbines might be inaccessible for 1-2
months [6]. As part of the Operation & Maintenance activities, Condition Monitoring plays an
essential role in scheduling maintenance strategies, preventing catastrophic failures and, hence,
extending the wind farm's lifetime [7].
The objective for ESR7 is to develop a high performance monitoring system to be used in wind
turbines to provide an advanced diagnosis of its components health. The monitoring system under
development will target the induction generator of the wind turbine, specifically, Doubly-Fed
Induction Generators (DFIG) will be the main focus of the research. DFIGs are the preferred choice
nowadays for large variable speed wind turbines [8], especially in Spain where the majority of the
wind turbines installed employ DFIG technology.
Condition Monitoring is divided into three main steps: data acquisition, signal processing and
feature extraction [9]. The electrical parameters of the generator will be gathered under different
conditions of load and speed, and different states, steady and transient. The acquired signals will
be processed using advanced techniques according to the state-of-the-art, where new signal
processing techniques will be developed. National Instruments equipment and LabVIEW software
will be used for that. After signal processing, the relevant features will be extracted.
In order to provide diagnostic and prognostic of the wind turbine’s health, fault detection
algorithms must be implemented after feature extraction. They will allow for early warnings of
mechanical and electrical defects to prevent major component failures and to keep side effects on
other components low. In this way they can be used to estimate the state of degradation or
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remaining life of a specific component in wind turbines [10]. Therefore, replacement of parts that
are still operational is avoided without the risk of unforeseen breakdown.

4.2 Background and organisation of the project
Condition monitoring is foreseen as the solution to reduce O&M costs which is critical offshore. It
has been stated in literature that the early focus of offshore condition monitoring systems should
be on converters and generators [11]. One of the most common generators employed in the wind
energy industry (DFIG) [8] has been selected for condition monitoring system development of the
present research.
The concrete goal is to develop signal processing able to predict mechanical or electrical faults in
the DFIG at an early stage. For that, several techniques are under investigation. The main categories
of waveform data analysis that are under consideration are time-domain, frequency-domain and
time-frequency. Among them, the specific techniques to be applied range from the autoregressive
(AR) model and the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model and the typical Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) to more advanced techniques such as Order Analysis, Short Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) with special focus on wavelets. Features that can be used as indicators of the status of a
particular fault will be extracted and employed for fault detection algorithms. The objective is to
prevent major component failures and to reduce co-lateral effects, by revealing early warnings of
faulty components. The idea is to be able to estimate the state of degradation and the remaining
life of a specific component.
For that, both real and experimental data will be used. At the moment the fellow is analyzing real
data from a particular wind turbine that is under study by the Industrial Partner hosting the
Industrial Secondment – Ingeteam. Current signals (from stator, rotor and rectifier) and other data
(e.g. vibrations and SCADA) are available for the fellow to investigate possible faults at the
generator. The long-term plan is to validate the processing techniques and algorithms
experimentally. There might be an opportunity to get access to different kinds of wind turbine
generators also.
The fellow is at month 12 within the project (taking into account that she was on maternity leave
for 21 weeks). During this time, she managed to progress in line with the original plan; the long
term plan is hence considered feasible according to the mentioned progress to date.

4.3 Research line of the fellow
As explained in the Summary, the objective of ESR7 is to provide an advanced diagnosis of the wind
turbine components health by developing a high performance condition monitoring system. The
monitoring system under development will target the induction generator of the wind turbine,
specifically, Doubly-Fed Induction Generators (DFIG). The fellow’s specific research line is in
developing new and advanced signal processing techniques in the field of Motor Current Signature
Analysis (MCSA) that will be able to show faults in the current signature that are not detectable
nowadays.
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A first approach consisted in reviewing the literature in order to understand the state of the art of
the specific field. To date, the efforts have been put in two different aspects of this literature review.
A first review of the existing condition monitoring techniques and methods was carried out, both
at a general level for the whole wind turbine and later more specifically of the induction generator
(which is the focus of the present research). In the process of understanding the most critical
components of the wind turbine in terms of faults and associated downtime, a second line of
literature review was performed with focus on reliability studies of wind turbines available for the
public. The research group at IIER considered the data gathered as an opportunity to prepare a
review (journal) paper with the available studies found, including several comparisons from various
aspects or approaches of the mentioned studies. The paper is currently under preparation, being
at an advanced stage, and it is expected to be ready by early 2017. The target journal is Renewable
and Sustainable Energy Reviews, from Elsevier.
In parallel with the literature review and journal preparation, the fellow’s Industrial Secondment at
Ingeteam has begun (8th August 2016), with a slight delay compared to the original plan
(considered inconsequential). Staff from Ingeteam have been providing the fellow with real data of
current and other signals of one particular (DFIG) generator that is believed to have unknown
fault(s). A first set of basic analysis has been carried out, consisting on a change in the file format
(so as to be able to read it from NI LabVIEW), data conditioning (including filtering) and frequency
analysis (FFT).

Figure 1. Example of stator currents and its spectra

Potential fault frequency components have been calculated, following the formulae found in the
literature. The fault frequency components are slip dependent, which is dependent on speed and
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load. A table with the available states and the calculated formulae that can be seen in the spectrum
has been developed and fault frequency components have not been found with the available data
and basic FFT.
The short term plan is to perform advanced signal processing using wavelets as well as to carry out
a data gathering campaign in the wind farm where the potentially faulty wind turbine under study
is located, so as to be able to compare the current signature of other wind turbines that are
supposed to be healthy and very similar to the one under current study. The long term plan is to
fully validate the signal processing techniques and algorithms developed by implementing them in
other machines, such as the emulators available at UCLM and/or other wind turbines.
Along with the research carried out by the fellow, training and related activities are being
accomplished, as detailed in the following section. The general progress to date is satisfactory and
both the short and long term plans are expected to be met without foreseen deviations.

4.4 Progress on short-term objectives (1-2 years)
A description and comparison of the progress against the short-term objectives planned and
detailed in “D2.2 Personalized Career Development Plan” is presented as follows:
Research results
•

•

Publications:
o

Application of electric power system modelling tools into an educational
environment – University Vocational Training Network UCLM, “III Encuentro de
Experiencias Docentes en Educación Superior”, Cuenca 28th June 2016.

o

Ongoing: “Wind turbine reliability: comprehensive review towards condition
monitoring design” – Target Journal: relevant ISI-JCR journal. Estimated submission:
early 2017.

Conference and workshop attendance:
o

o

o

1st Joint Industry Workshop. Organized by AWESOME Project Members, Berlin,
Germany, 16-19 February 2016. Development of scientific report: “INPUTS FOR
HEALTH ASSESSMENT OF WIND TURBINES – USE OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS”.
Workshop “How to write articles for journals with high impact factor?” by Dr.
Rodrigo Lozano Editor-in-Chief of Journal of Cleaner Production. Carried out at
UCLM, Albacete, Spain, 10th May 2016.
Workshop “Challenges and solutions for life extension of wind farms under
operation”. Organized by AEE, Madrid, Spain, 22-23 September 2016.

Near future:
o
•

TORQUE 2016 Conference. Munich, Germany, 5-7 October 2016.

Courses and summer schools:
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o

LabVIEW Course: “Data Acquisition and Signal Conditioning” by National
Instruments. Madrid, Spain, 26-27 May 2016.

o

Self-Learning: Specific Courses 1 and 2, and Summer School of the AWESOME
Network. Unable to attend due to maternity leave but successful self-learning
approved by academic supervisor.

Seminar presentations:
Near future:
o

•

“VI Jornadas Doctorales UCLM” Toledo, Spain, 18 October 2016. Presentation,
meetings and debates between PhD students and new doctors of various
disciplines will take place. A presentation will be given by ESR7, as well as a
Technical Poster describing PhD achievements to date.

Secondment:
o

Industrial Secondment at Ingeteam (Albacete, Spain): ongoing. Start-date: 8th
August 2016. Expected end-date: 8th December 2016. The fellow has been given
real data from operating wind turbines (further details in previous section). This
should serve in developing fault detection algorithms for advanced diagnosis of
wind turbines.

Research skills and techniques
The fellow has received training in data gathering and signal conditioning as planned in “D2.2
Personalized Career Development Plan” which will serve as a base to develop the necessary
knowledge and expertise to use the wind turbine emulators available at UCLM as well as system
installations at real wind turbines. Both experimental and real data will be used to develop and
validate fault detection algorithms to diagnose the health of the induction generator of the wind
turbine.
Research management
The fellow has participated in preparing a paper for the University Vocational Training Network at
UCLM which was a follow-up work initially developed by the Research Group at IER (Institute of
Renewable Energy). She has also assisted in preparing certain specific parts of proposals developed
by the group. This proves that the fellow has been successfully integrated in the research group.
Communication skills
The fellow’s communication skills are successfully improving during the fellowship. Participation in
workshops, courses, seminars as well as meetings with other researchers and industrial partners is
allowing for this to progress fruitfully.
Other activities
The fellow was appointed co-director of one student from UCLM carrying out his Final Year Project
for the studies of Electronic Engineering. The student’s project was in the field of diagnosis of a
wind turbine drive train, where the fellow had relevant experience and was able to support the
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student in the technical part and specific knowledge development as well as in the essay
development (including presentation of the results and writing).

4.5 References
[1] E. Warner, 2015. Global Wind Report. Annual market uptake, Technical Report, Global Wind
Energy Council.
[2] Y. Lin et al., 2016. Fault analysis of wind turbines in China. Renewable and Sustainable Energy
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[3] J. M. P. Pérez et al., 2013. Wind turbine reliability analysis. Renewable and Sustainable Energy
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5 TASK 4.5: ESR 8
5.1 Summary
The scientific progress follows the original application document and is well ahead of schedule. The
three research objectives are: state-of-art of lifetime extension in wind industry, low cost structural
health monitoring, and decision model. All three research objectives were already treated in the
first year. The following two years are used to deepen the results obtained for each objective with
a focus on vibration-based load monitoring.
The suggested lifetime extension analysis consists of structural reassessment, prediction of
remaining useful lifetimes, and a decision model. Important parameters to monitor during the
operational phase of an offshore wind farm were identified with renewed fatigue simulations and
the elementary effects method for global sensitivity analysis. Results show that corrosion, turbine
availability, and turbulence intensity are the most influential parameters for a monopile-based
5MW turbine in 20m water depth. This can vary strongly for other settings (water depth, turbine
size, etc.) making case-specific assessments necessary.
Fatigue crack growth was modelled for a monopile-based 5MW offshore wind turbine. Weather
seasonality and load sequence were shown to have only a negligible effect on fatigue crack
propagation if the engineering model of Paris law is applied. There is some acceleration of crack
growth throughout the winter period; however differences are below detection uncertainties and
can be neglected in the lifetime assessments. Low detection probabilities of fatigue cracks under
water for non-destructive testing on site make on-site inspections unsuited to determine life
extension periods. Numerical fatigue reassessments and structural monitoring are required for this
purpose.
The end-of-life decision is an optimization problem to find the ideal time to switch from lifetime
extension and repowering of a site. A decision model was setup which predicts maintenance
activities, turbine availability and energy production for an aging wind farm. The optimal life
extension period was determined by maximising net present values of all end-of-life scenarios.
Future results are anticipated from expert interviews on industrial state-of-art on lifetime
extension, vibration-based load monitoring, and aspects of corrosion for lifetime extension.
In the first year, three journal and three conference papers were published. Lisa Ziegler presented
her research results at five scientific conferences. Her abstracts were always selected as oral
presentations. The recent award of the WindEurope research prize for Lisa Ziegler confirms the
relevance of the accomplished research.
The first secondment at NTNU was completed successfully (6 month duration). 29.5 out of 30 ECTs
were achieved in scientific courses at NTNU. A change of the second secondment (4 month) from
Strathclyde University to Cranfield University is anticipated since the research focus (structural
integrity) matches better with experts from Cranfield University.
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Lisa Ziegler is actively involved in the scientific community where she volunteers as scientific
reviewer, session chair and topic organizer for important conferences in the research field. A
collaboration with the AWESOME researcher Elena Gonzalez from CIRCE was started on state-ofthe-art of lifetime extension in four European countries.

5.2 Background and organisation of the project
Scientific background and motivation
No changes related to the originally approved application.
Objectives
No changes related to the originally approved application.
Methodology
No changes related to the original approved application.
Long-term vision
No changes related to the original approved application.
Organisation of the project
The original approved application suggested a secondment of four months at Strathclyde
University. The current research path of Lisa Ziegler does not match well with the focus at
Strathclyde University. In dialogue with the supervisor from University of Strathclyde, David Infield,
it was agreed that the secondment should be changed to another host institution.
The new designated host is Professor Feargal Brenan from Cranfield University who is a well-known
expert in structural integrity topics. Lisa Ziegler has the opportunity to receive measurement from
a structural monitoring system that she can work on together with another PhD student at
Cranfield. A formal invitation letter from Cranfield University for the secondment was received.
The secondment at Cranfield will have a big impact on her research progress and will strongly
contribute to achieving Lisa Ziegler’s career plan (becoming an expert in structural monitoring). The
application for permission from the European Commission to change the secondment host
institution is in progress.

5.3 Research line of the fellow
All three research objectives were already treated in the last year. The first objective (state-of-art
of lifetime extension in wind industry) was processed through (I) a detailed literature review and
(II) expert interviews of important market players in the wind industry. The second objective (low
cost monitoring) was addressed in studies on fatigue crack growth, fatigue reassessment and
inspections. Future work will focus on vibration-based load monitoring. A first version of the
decision model (third research objective) was presented at WindEurope 2016. The following two
years are used to deepen the results obtained for each objective.
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Research results obtained
Fatigue crack growth
First results show that weather seasonality and load sequence only have a negligible effect on
fatigue crack propagation if the engineering model of Paris law is applied. There is some
acceleration of crack growth throughout the winter period, however differences are below
detection uncertainties and can be neglected in the lifetime assessments.
Fatigue reassessment
Original design models were updated in renewed load calculations to fit local conditions focusing
on fatigue limit states. Certainty in remaining useful lifetime was increased by linking (uncertain)
load calculations with (uncertain) inspection outcomes. For this purpose, fatigue was reassessed
with aero-hydro-elastic simulations of the dynamic response of wind turbines to wind and wave
loading. A stochastic fatigue crack propagation model was calibrated with the reassessment results.
Fatigue crack distributions at the end-of-life were obtained with Monte Carlo simulations. Bayesian
analysis is applied to introduce inspection outcomes, update fatigue crack distributions, and
calculate remaining useful lifetimes.
The remaining useful lifetime for an investigated butt weld of an offshore wind monopile increases
to 82 years in case of no crack detection and reduces to 33 years if a crack is found. Standard
deviations are reduced by 63% and 86% compared to not including inspection outcomes. This is a
significant reduction of uncertainty encouraging wind farm operators to invest in lifetime extension.
Further uncertainty reduction is feasible by including monitoring which yields better knowledge on
structural loading.
An elementary effects method was applied to analyze the global sensitivity of residual fatigue
lifetimes to environmental, structural and operational parameters. Results for a 5MW turbine in
20m water depth showed that corrosion, turbine availability, and turbulence intensity are the most
influential parameters. This can vary strongly for other settings (water depth, turbine size, etc.)
making case-specific assessments necessary.
Decision model
The decision between lifetime extension and repowering is an optimization problem to find the
ideal point in time to replace wind turbines. Support structure remaining useful lifetimes define the
possible time span for lifetime extension assuming that replacement and major repair is not
profitable for substructures. Inputs for the decision model are (selection)
-

failure rate models of components including degradation,
time-dependent maintenance costs and availability,
energy price,
costs for retrofit, decommissioning, repowering, etc.

The decision model optimized the lifetime extension period by maximising net present values of all
end-of-life scenarios. For an example wind farm with 100 turbines (3MW) and several input
assumptions, the optimal lifetime extension period was 5 years. This led to 7% increase in net
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present value compared to direct repowering. A sensitivity analysis showed that energy prices and
increase in failure rates are the most influential parameters.

5.4 Progress on short-term objectives (1-2 years)
An overview of the progress against short-term objectives included in Deliverable 2.2. Personalised
career development plan is given in the following paragraphs.
1. Research publications:
o Journal published (3)
Ziegler, L., Voormeeren, S., Schafhirt, S., & Muskulus, M. 2016. Design clustering of
offshore wind turbines using probabilistic fatigue load estimation. Renewable Energy,
91, 425-433.
Ziegler, L., Voormeeren, S., Schafhirt, S., & Muskulus, M. 2015. Sensitivity of wave
fatigue loads on offshore wind turbines under varying site conditions. Energy Procedia,
80, 193-200.
Ziegler L, Schafhirt S, Scheu M & Muskulus M. 2016. Effect of load sequence and
weather seasonality on fatigue crack growth for monopile-based offshore wind
turbines. Energy Procedia.
o Conference published (2)
Ziegler L, Muskulus M. 2016. Comparing a fracture mechanics model to the SN-curve
approach for jacket-supported offshore wind turbines: Challenges and opportunities
for lifetime prediction. OMAE 2016, Busan.
Ziegler L, Muskulus M. 2016. Lifetime extension of offshore wind monopiles:
Assessment process and relevance of fatigue crack inspection. Proceedings of the 12th
EAWE PhD Seminar on Wind Energy in Europe, 25-27 May 2016, DTU Lyngby, Denmark.
o Conference to appear (1)
Ziegler L, Muskulus M. To appear. Fatigue reassessment for lifetime extension of
offshore wind monopile substructures. Proceedings of The Science of Making Torque
from Wind, 5-7 October 2016, Munich, Germany.
2. Conference, workshop attendance, courses, and /or seminar presentations:
o Conferences presented (5)
DeepWind 2016: oral presentation
OMAE 2016: oral presentation
EAWE PhD Seminar 2016: oral presentation
TORQUE 2016: oral presentation
WindEurope 2016: oral presentation (award of WindEurope Research Prize)
o Academic secondment at NTNU completed
University courses: Structural reliability, Maintenance Optimization, Design of
Offshore Wind Turbines, Introduction to Research Methodology (29.5 ECTs out of
30 ECTs obtained)
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Others
Specific course 1 and 2 of the AWESOME network
Industry Workshop organized by the AWESOME network in Berlin
BWE – Seminar on Lifetime Extension of onshore wind turbines.

3. Research management:
o Conference organization
Session chair Bottom-fixed Offshore Wind Turbines at OMAE 2016
Topic organizer Wind Energy – Operation and Maintenance for OMAE 2017
o Fellowship or other funding applications
Progress in gathering structural monitoring data for research from industry partner
(plan is that data is going to be supplied in Q2/ 2017)
Secondment planned at University of Cranfield
o Research collaboration
Joint study with Elena Gonzalez (AWESOME – CIRCE) on lifetime extension of
onshore wind turbines in four European countries
Collaboration on decision model with Tim Rubert, University of Strathclyde
4. Communication skills:
Personal presentation skills were improved by holding presentations at conferences, at
clients and at company trainings. Skills in preparing academic papers were improved with
feedback from academic and industry supervisor. Took part in industry workshop to
develop new solutions, evaluate ideas and defend own perspective on the matter.
5. Other professional training:
Scientific reviewer for WindEurope 2016
Supervision of two student theses: Jutta Stutzmann (University of Stuttgart), Matthieu
Romberg (EWEM)
6. Networking:
Networking at conferences, seminars and workshops as detailed above. Company internal
events and inner company networking (e.g. structural health monitoring competence
group, asset management competence group)
7. Other activities (community, etc.) with professional relevance:
Networking with the PhD students being part of the AWESOME network at joint events like
specific courses and industry workshops. Developing joint papers and publications. Use of
the academic secondments to extend network.
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